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Who wants to see a Raffle at the 2020
WRNC symposium?
If you have enjoyed the raffle at the annual symposium, we need your help.
The Raffle committee is currently vacant (see article on page 2). That means
the raffle will not happen in 2020 unless a couple of people step up and
take on this challenge. Getting donations lined up and collected is a big job
and has to start soon to ensure the event will be successful.
If you are interested in being part of this team, please contact Carla Johnson
( wildlifeed2@aol.com) or any other board member.

The 2020 WRNC symposium is
coming Jan 25-26, 2020

Board Members:
Carla Johnson President
Linda Bergman-Althouse Vice President
Cindy Bailey Secretary
Elizabeth Chandler Treasurer
Jean Chamberlain
Mathias Engelmann
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A Huge “Thank You”
For many years now two individuals have been in charge of the WRNC symposium raffle. Toni O’Neil and Kathy
Lillard are both busy wildlife rehabilitators and somehow still managed to pull off the impossible year after year –
soliciting donations from countless sources, collecting and organizing those donations, getting everything set up
the day of the raffle, writing “Thank You“ notes. It is a demanding job.
Both ladies have officially announced their retirement from the raffle, so that means we have some golden opportunities available for new folks to step up and take the reins.
It is a big job and definitely requires team effort. Throughout the year, but especially in the months leading up to
the symposium, the raffle committee members contact vendors, businesses they frequent, previous donors and
anyone else they can think of to ask for donations towards the raffle. Thankfully, many individuals and companies
consistently give every year, but recruiting new sources is very important.
Patience and persistence definitely pay off and you can’t be afraid to be turned down.
Please contact any board member if you are interested in helping in some capacity with the raffle.
We owe Toni and Kathy a great debt and hope that they enjoy their retirement (although I’m sure we will be asking them lots of questions over the next few months).
Thanks, Kathy and Toni, for all
your hard work on behalf of wildlife
and WRNC.

Left: Toni O’Neil
Below: Kathy Lillard

Photographs by John Althouse
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“Living With Coyotes!”
by Linda Bergman-Althouse as written for Carolina Salt Magazine
They are here and live among us! Although we do not rehabilitate the Coyote due to North Carolina Wildlife
Commission regulations, we do receive calls at the Outer Banks Wildlife Shelter in Newport on sightings and inquiries regarding how to coexist with this wild animal that looks and sounds so much like a dog. The Coyote is a
member of the dog family and is native to California but has made its way across the United States during the past
two decades creating the widest range of all wild canine species found in our country. It is considered the hardiest
and most adaptable species found in North America. There is much to be said about the Coyote and not all of it is
pleasant or positive, but we wildlife rehabilitators recognize the Coyote as a living being just trying to get by with
lessening habitat and minimal means.
So let’s take a look at the Coyote and assess how we can maintain a healthy and safe environment for our family
(including our pets) and our livestock and
property knowing a coyote family may be living
close by. From a distance (and distance is a key
word here – always keep your distance) you
might think you’re seeing a dog while in reality
that 20 – 45 pound canine with pointed and
erect ears and a long, slender snout with a
bushy, black tipped tail is a Coyote. Their gorgeous fur and coloring is typically dark gray but
can also be blonde, reddish and sometimes
black. They stand about 2 feet tall at the shoulder and 4 feet in length. Males are usually
heavier than females. Mating occurs in February and five to ten pups are born in April or
May. They will nurse for about 10 weeks, then
begin hunting training with Mom and Dad who
will provide them “catches of the day,” and at 7
to 8 months they will leave their parents. The
Stock Photo
American Indians call coyotes “song dogs” because they have a high-pitched, yodel like yapping sound that can travel up to 3 miles or more and is very similar to that of a domestic dog, hence the scientific
name “Canis Latrans” which means “barking dog.”
Coyotes in North Carolina look similar to red wolves, but coyotes are smaller. The Coyote is generally a carnivore
but also an opportunistic feeder, so it will feed on a variety of food sources; usually that which is easiest to obtain.
Garbage, road kill and pet food left outdoors are not out of the question. However, they prefer rodents such as
mice and rats which make up 80% of their diet. On a positive note, the Coyote provides “natural” rodent control
which is always preferred over the use of poisons. Coyotes also eat insects and have saved many farms from insect
take-overs. Fruit, berries, rabbits, birds, snakes and frogs are found on the Coyotes menu as well. They are active
during the day and night but usually more at day break and when the sun goes down. Highly territorial, coyotes
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Coyotes (continued)
will run off any non-family members to
protect their claimed land and hunting
grounds, and they are year-round hunters, so they do not hibernate. Their
exceptional senses of smell, vision and
hearing lend to their successful methods of finding food. Because the coyote can adjust so well to changing environments, its habitat can range from
meadows and fields to an urban setting.
You may recall the story of a coyote
found sleeping in a subway car in New
York City last year. That tells us coyotes have adjusted to human presence
and although still a shy animal, may not
be as afraid of people as we’d like them
to be. We might need to remind them
that hanging around two legged human
animals is not a good thing.
To coexist safely with coyotes please review and apply these 15 guidelines: 1) Never feed coyotes and discourage
other people from doing so. 2) Do not allow your pets to roam free (they may appear as potential food items, cats
and small dogs are prime targets).
3) Do not leave pet food outside.
4) Make your garbage inaccessible to all wild
animals.
5) Manage your bird feeding station. Spilled
seed attracts rodents who in turn attract coyotes.
6) Don’t allow coyotes to approach people
(especially small children) or pets. Be aggressive in your behavior by standing tall, waving
your arms, making loud noises and throwing
rocks or sticks. Do not run from them; you
will look like prey.
7) Fencing your yard is helpful if your home is
adjacent to known coyote presence. The fence
should be taller than 4 feet and extend 6 inches into the ground.
Stock Photos
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Coyotes (continued)
8) The brush and grass around your property should be kept short to eliminate protective cover for secretive coyotes.
9) If you have chickens or ducks, make sure they are locked in the coops at night. Your rabbit hutch should have a
solid bottom (rather than wire).
10) If you have horses, cattle, pigs, sheep or alpacas, you might want to think about adding a few donkeys or llamas to the mix. Research tells us there is an innate hatred between coyotes and donkeys to the point where the
donkey gets the upper-hand! Llamas have been known to kick coyote butt, as well. Farmers who have enlisted the
help of donkeys or llamas state a huge decrease in coyote presence and some say, “not even a sighting.”
11) Close off crawl spaces that could become a great place for a Momma coyote to raise her young.
12) If you have fruit trees, pick
fruit as it ripens and remove overripened fruit from the ground.
13) If your coyotes become bold
and exhibit no fear of people, you
need to call the nearest Wildlife
Control Officer for assistance.
14) DO NOT attempt to pet a
coyote. Keep them wild and away!
15) Please pass these tips on to
your neighbors.

Due to the loss of natural habitat
by development, coyotes, commonly referred to as ‘Top Dog’
these days, are forced to cohabitate with humans, but please keep
in mind, coyotes contribute many
benefits to our ecosystem and our
quality of life in general. Although
humans are the coyote’s fiercest
Stock photo
enemy, coyotes certainly do humans more good than harm. They
are intelligent and adaptable creatures that are interesting to observe and photograph in the wild, helpful to farmers, ranchers and gardeners by decreasing insect and rodent numbers thereby keeping the balance of nature in order and they, in general, are not nearly as dangerous as domestic dogs when it comes to reported canine attacks;
statistics prove that. It may very well be possible to live in harmony with the coyote who like us just wants a safe
place to live and raise their family. However, in most potentially troubling situations where lack of knowledge is
key, education will be the solution to our coexistence. Stay safe and out of trouble, “Top Dog!”
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Wildlife Commission Reminds Homeowners to Be BatFriendly during Bat Pup-Rearing Season by Jodie Owen, NCWRC
Bat pup season starts in early May and the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission reminds homeowners to forgo
any bat eviction or exclusion in their homes until the end of July.
May through July marks the time frame when female bats are raising their young — called pups. Young bats, like
other mammals, depend on their mother for survival during the first few weeks of life. If a homeowner installs an
eviction device or covers up the hole that bats have used to get into the house, female bats will not be able to get
to their young after a night of feeding, and the young bats will starve to death. And, the females may be more likely
to find their way into the homeowner’s living space as they search for a way back to their pups. If any bats are
sealed inside, including pups that cannot fly, they will search for a way out and die inside the house, or find their
way into the homeowner’s living space.
Many bat species only take three to four weeks to fly, but some may require a slightly longer developmental period.
However, different species of bats give birth to live young at different times during the summer, hence the threemonth range. During this time, preventing the colony from having access to the living space is important to minimize the chance of rabies exposure to
the occupants.
If a bat does gets into the living space,
it is important to determine if a rabies
exposure occurred.
“Bites or scratches from a bat are an
obvious exposure,” said Dr. Erica
Berl, a veterinarian with the N.C. Division of Public Health. “However,
since bat bites can be small, a bat
found in a room with a deeply sleeping or impaired person, a small unattended child or a person who cannot
communicate, is also considered an
exposure.”
Bats that may have exposed a person
should be safely captured and tested
for rabies. If there was no exposure,
the bat can be released to the outside.
Once the pup-rearing season has endPhotograph by Katherine Etchison
ed in late July, homeowners who have
bats in their house should determine
how they are getting into the house and install eviction devices that allow the bats to leave but prevent them from
coming back into the home.
“Even a bat as large as a big brown bat can fit through an opening as small as 1 inch by 1 inch,” said Katherine
Etchison, a wildlife diversity biologist with the Commission. “We recommend that homeowners look for small
holes in the house siding, roofing, or spaces around utility boxes and other joins where a bat might be able to get in
the house.”
Bat eviction devices can be purchased or made from PVC pipe or a variety of other materials. More information
on bat exclusion guidelines is available on Bat Conservation International’s website.http://www.batcon.org/
pdfs/binb/ExcludersGuidelines2014.pdf
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Be Bat-Friendly (continued)
People who would rather hire a professional to exclude bats from their homes can find a wildlife damage control
agent in their area by visiting the Commission’s “Wildlife Damage Control Agent” webpage (https://
www.ncwildlife.org/Trapping/Wildlife-Damage-Control-Agent ).
Bats return to the same roosts each spring, so it is important not only to maintain your home after excluding bats,
but also to help displaced bats find alternate roosting spaces when they return. Homeowners can erect bat boxes
near their homes. Place bat boxes on a pole or a building, not a tree, and at least 12 to 20 feet high in a place with
at least seven hours of direct sunlight in the summer. For tips on building, buying or installing bat boxes
see http://www.batcon.org/resources/getting-involved/bat-houses.
For questions regarding bats and other human-wildlife interactions, call the Commission’s N.C. Wildlife Helpline
toll-free at 866-318-2401. The call center is open Monday through Friday (excluding holidays) from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Read more tips on co-existing with bats (https://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/WildlifeProblems/
documents/Coexist-Bats-V3%20FINAL%202016%2001%2004.pdf ) and learn more about bats in general by visiting the Commission’s wildlife species pages (https://www.ncwildlife.org/Conserving/Species).
Learn how to Be Bat Friendly. Go to https://www.ncwildlife.org/News/wildlife-commission-remindshomeowners-to-be-bat-friendly-during-bat-pup-rearing-season?
utm_source=iContact&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nc-wildlife-update&utm_content=April+2019 ,
then click the link (“Be Bat Friendly”) at the very end of the article.

The space below intentionally left blank

This is were your article should go! That’s right, you, the reader, could be writing the next article—a story about an
interesting case, new product you tried, unusual rescue, amazing success story, or even an epic failure. We learn from
each other. We want to avoid making the same mistake because our patients pay the price.
Once orphan season is over and you can hold your head above water again, take a few moments and think about
anything you can share with others. Wildlife patients everywhere will thank you!
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Brand New Color Added To WRNC T-shirt Inventory
by Linda Bergman-Althouse
Let's welcome "BLUE DUSK" to our line-up of fashionable T-Shirt colors. BLUE DUSK is a heather or 'dusty'
navy and our darkest color selection to date! One small modification to the screen print is the white lettering versus
black to ensure our organization name stands out against the navy! (Mary, our screen printer from TAGG in
Havelock, NC thought of that.) VERY NICE! The new T-shirt can be purchased at the symposium or before for
$12.00, and our remaining inventory of warm Chestnut Brown and brilliant Kiwi Green are $10.00 each. Our
comfy Heather Indigo Sweatshirt is still available for the surprisingly low price of $20.00. You just can't get a
logo'ed' sweatshirt anywhere else for only
$20.00! Keep your WRNC T-Shirt wardrobe
growing with the NEW & GORGEOUS Blue
Dusk shade that will look FABULOUS on
EVERYBODY!! (I already have mine!!)
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Cage Grants and Chimney Swift Tower Grants - Available
IF YOU QUALIFY!! by Linda Bergman-Althouse
We are SMACK DAB in the middle of Baby Season and BUSY as all get out, but it's during this time we sometimes realize we don't have all the RELEASE ROOM we need to ensure all the babies we've raised and some recovered adults have the SOFT RELEASE they require. The challenge begins to find that SOFT & SAFE release
situation, which might require the recruitment of another shelter or individual with release facilities to help
out. PLEASE check into the eligibility requirements to apply for a CAGE GRANT (for rehab purposes) or a
CHIMNEY SWIFT TOWER GRANT (for alternative habitat) @ http://www.ncwildliferehab.org/. WRNC is
prepared to assist in the funding of either of these constructions to help you meet your wildlife rehabilitation mission and to be instrumental and proactive in the conservation of wildlife in the state of North Carolina.
The DEADLINE for both grant
programs is "1 NOVEMBER" annually (which will come pretty darn
quick once we take a breather from
BABY SEASON). You must have
your entire GRANT application in
before or on the deadline to be
considered. We can award up to
three, $500 Cage Grants and three,
$500 Chimney Swift Tower Grants
per year.
WRNC-funded Chimney swift
towers, completed in 2019. the
recipients were Dr Bobby
Schopler (left) and Michele
Poe (right).
Below: example of mammal
cage eligible for grant
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Free Incubator !
Do you need an incubator? You can apply to obtain a Brinsea intensive care unit at no charge!
Over 1000 have been given away. Go to https://www.babywarm.org

WRNC Newsletter Schedule
Do you have a wildlife-related idea you would like to share with the WRNC membership? You should think about
submitting it to the editors for consideration. How about a relevant article you found somewhere? Send us a link
so we can ask for permission to reprint it. Email all articles, ideas, comments and questions to:
Mengelmann@carolinaraptorcenter.org
The WRNC newsletter is published four times a year. The deadlines for submissions are:
March 1st
June 1st
September 1st
December 1st.

Training Opportunities
The 3rd annual wildlife symposium will take place in Banner Elk, NC on July 26, 2019. Veterinarians and technicians can earn 7 hours of RACE-approved continuing education, but the symposium is open to rehabilitators
and students as well. This year’s speakers include Dr. Carl Williams, State Public Health Veterinarian Dr. Rick Gerhold, University of TN Dr. Jen Riley, Blue Ridge
Wildlife Center Elena Rizzo, Wildlife liaison for Animal Help Now Dr. Ryan Colburn, zoo vet from John Ball
Zoo Dr. Ernesto Dominguez, Wildlife Center of Virginia
More info can be found here: https://www.lmc.edu/community/wildlife-medicine-symposium.htm
Wildlife Rehab Inc. in Winston-Salem, NC offers an 11-week course (1 night/week) at Forsyth Technical
Community College in the spring and fall. http://www.wildliferehabinc.org
Coastal Carolina Community College in conjunction with Possumwood Acres offers a 6-month course in
wildlife rehabilitation. See details at https://www.coastalcarolina.edu/
Look for listings in the Continuing Education Schedule under the “Veterinary Office Assistant” section
Wildlife Welfare in Raleigh, NC offers training courses. Check them out at http://www.wildlifewelfare.org
Carolina Raptor Center is offering a Basic Rehabilitation Seminar on Oct 26 &27, 2019. Topics include Anatomy, Physical Examination, Identification, Basic Triage, Diet, Housing, Bandaging and a Q&A session with Dr
Scott, staff veterinarian at CRC. See details at www.carolinaraptorcenter.org
The next NWRA annual symposium is not that far off: February 25-29, 2020, in South Padre Island, TX .

The 2020 WRNC symposium is January 25-26, 2020.
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